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Finishing the Soup
English translation:
- This is boiling, right?
- See, this is the pepper.
- Oh, you will take them out.
-Yeah, it needs to boil a little more, I will take the peppers out. It is giving its flavor. See,
the onions, and all that, the bones are there too. The spices and everything is in it.
- Now this is water, the bones are in it too, to add flavor, huh?
- Yeah, I will take the bones and peppers out and dump1 this into this.
- Sautéed meat and onion.
- Yeah, I will dump that into this, after I take these out.
- Now you are making macaroni, right? What do you do with the macaroni? Do you
dump them in the boiled water?
- Aha. I am going to first sauté these.
- Those will be sautéed.
- You are adding salt… you are adding salt into that as well… you are measuring salt like
that, and adding it at this point, right?
- I am adding salt at this point, but I may add some more later with something else.
- You are mixing them all. They are being sautéed all together…. Now you are chopping
the peppers, right? What are you going to do with it?
- I am going to dump it in the soup.
- So it will go into the boiling water. Is it also going to add flavor as well? You are not
going to take that back out, are you?
- No, that’s why I am chopping it very tiny.
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They always say “dump” to indicate that they “add” or “put” some ingredient.

- You are taking the bones out of the water… and then you will add the sautéed thing[s],
the meat and the potatoes, into this, and then the meat.…
- I am taking the bones out. I am taking the green peppers as well.
- It has added its flavor to the soup.
- I will peel off its skin and then dump it into this again.
- You will chop it you mean?
- Yes I will chop it.
- You do not need the outer skin.
- We are left with its stock now.
- You have taken the pieces of meat out of it; you have taken the peppers out; now we are
left with plain soup.
- Now I will take this.
- Now you will take the sautéed things and put it into this.
- It is plenty.
- Now, this is bay leaves and pepper. Now they will boil slowly.
- Yeah.
- This spice, what kind of spice was this?
- It’s cumin.
- It’s cumin. You are adding salt, cumin and then mixing them like this.
- You can actually separate them by hand, but you … it would burn my hand now.
- You are adding the macaroni now right? The macaroni needs to boil in water. How long
does it take for this to boil?
- Five minutes.
- It boils in five minutes… this is boiling like this right?
- Yes, this is the soup.

- It’s soup.
- After the macaroni is cooked, it needs to be rinsed with water, with cold water, right?
- Yeah. This is going to be drained now.
- It is going to be drained. It would be drained in five minutes right?
- Now I will add some oil to it for macaronis not to stick to each other.
- You need to add oil to it, right?
- Yeah for it to not to stick.
- After it is cooked, after it is rinsed, we oil it, right?
- Right.
- Now you are chopping greens that we’re going to add onto the dish as topping. There, it
is chopped. What is this?
- Parsley
- Parsley... and then you chop the onion right?
- Hm hm.
- We have the onion and parsley here, right?
- Hm hm.
- This needs to be chopped really tiny right? Everything is chopped very tiny.
- Yes.
- We put the cooked macaroni in the bowl.
- Then….
- We take it. Our soup is cooked. It has sautéed potato, meat, along with other chopped
ingredients…. We are adding this on top of it. There, we dumped it on the top…. It is
pretty juicy. Right?
- Right.

- We are adding the chopped greens on top of it.… There, our dish is ready, the lagman
soup.
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